Though the utility of domain Ontologies is now widely acknowledged in the IT (Information Technology) community, several barriers must be overcome before Ontologies become practical and useful tools. One important achievement would be to reduce the cost of identifying and manually entering several thousand-concept descriptions. This paper describes a text mining technique to aid an Ontology Engineer to identify the important concepts in a Domain Ontology.
Introduction
In cooperating to work together (or even in interacting in social settings), people and organizations must communicate among themselves. However, due to different contexts and backgrounds, there can be different viewpoints, assumptions and needs regarding the same domain or the same problem. They may use different jargon and terminology, sometimes even confused, overlapping, and they may use concepts and evaluation methods that are mismatched or poorly defined. The consequence is the lack of a shared understanding that leads to a poor communication between people and organizations. In particular, when IT solutions are involved, this lack of a shared understanding impacts on:
• Effectiveness of people's cooperation • Flaws in enterprise organization • The identification of the requirements for the system specification • The inter-operability among systems and • The possibility of re-using and sharing of systems components. The goals of an Ontology is to reduce (or eliminate) conceptual and terminological confusion. This is achieved by identifying and properly defining a set of relevant concepts that characterize a given application domain. With respect to a Thesaurus: An Ontology aims at describing concepts, whereas a Thesaurus aims at describing terms; An Ontology can be seen as an enriched Thesaurus where, besides the definitions and relationships among terms of a given domain, more conceptual knowledge, by means of richer semantic relationships, is represented. With respect to a Knowledge Base (KB): An Ontology can be seen as a KB whose goal is the description of the concepts necessary for talking about domains; A KB, in addition, includes the knowledge needed to model and elaborate a problem, derive new knowledge, prove theorems, or answer to intentional queries about a domain. Though the utility of domain Ontologies is now widely acknowledged in the IT community, several barriers must be overcome before Ontologies become practical and useful tools for shared knowledge management. We envisage three main areas where innovative computational solutions could significantly reduce the cost and effort of Ontology construction:
• provide effective support for collaborative development of consensus Ontologies, since consensus is the first condition to be met in order to obtain the desired benefits from an Ontology • enable distributed development and access to Ontologies, since wide-spread usage of a resource outweighs the cost of development • develop tools to identify the relevant concepts and (semi-)automatically enrich with semantic information the nodes of the Ontology, thus reducing the cost and complexity of manually defining several thousand concepts In this paper, we describe SymOntos, an Ontology management system under development at our institution since the last several years. In designing SymOntos, we have been working to define innovative solutions concerning the three critical issues listed above. Ontology closure, and a web interface to help developing consensus definitions in a given user community (Missikoff and Wang, 2000) . These functions are not described here since they are outside the purpose of the paper. 
Text Mining tools to construct a Domain Ontology
In Section 2 we illustrated the main features of the SymOntos system, and provided an example of concept definition in the Tourism domain. The techniques described in this Section are intended to significantly improve human productivity in the process that a group of domain experts accomplish in order to find an agreement on:
• the identification of the key concepts and relationships in the domain of interest • providing an explicit representation of the conceptualization captured in the previous stage To reduce time, cost (and, sometimes, harsh discussions) it is highly advisable to refer to the documents available in the field. In this paper we show that text-mining tools may be of great help in this task.
At the present state of the project, natural language processing tools have been used for the following tasks: 1. Identification of thesauric information, i.e. discovery of terms that are good candidate names for the concepts in the Ontology. 2. Identification of taxonomic relations among these terms. 3. Identification of related terms For sake of space, only the first method is described in this paper. Details of the other methods may be found in (Missikoff et al. 2001) . To mine texts, we used a corpus processor named ARIOSTO (Basili et al. 1996) whose performance has been improved with the addition of a Named Entity recognizer (Cucchiarelli et al. 1998 ) (Paliouras et al. 2000 and a chunk parser CHAOS (Basili et al, 1998) . In the following, we will refer to this enhanced release of the system as ARIOSTO+. Figure 2 provides an example of final output (simplified for sake of readability) produced by ARIOSTO+ on a Tourism text. Interpreting the output predicates of Figure 2 is rather straightforward. The main principles underlying the CHAOS parsing technology are decomposition and lexicalization. Parsing is carried out in four steps: (1) POS tagging, (2) Chunking, (3) Verb argument structure matching and (4) Shallow grammatical analysis. . Chunks are defined via prototypes. These are sequences of morphosyntactical labels mapped to specific grammatical functions, called chunk types. Examples of labels for the inner components are Det, N, Adj, and Prep while types are related to traditional constituents, like NP, PP, etc. The definition of chunk prototypes in CHAOS is implemented through regular expressions. Chunks are the first types of output shown in Figure 2 . The link(..) predicates represent the result of shallow parsing. Whenever the argument structure information cannot be used to link chunks, a plausibility measure is computed, which is inversely proportional to the number of colliding syntactic attachments (see the referred papers for details). The first phase of the Ontology building process consists in the identification of the key concepts of the application domain. ______________________________________ Terminology is the set of words or word strings , which convey a single, possibly complex, meaning within a given community. In a sense, Terminology is the surface appearance, in texts, of the domain knowledge in a given domain. Because of their low ambiguity and high specificity, these words are also particularly useful to conceptualize a knowledge domain, but on the other side, these words are often not found in Dictionaries. We now describe how the different types of Terminology are captured using NLP techniques.
Detection of Named Entities
Proper names are the instances of domain concepts, therefore they populate the leaves of the Ontology. Proper names are pervasive in texts. In the Tourism domain, as in most domains, Named Entities (NE) represent more than 20% of the total occurring words. To detect NE, we used a module already available in ARIOSTO+. A detailed description of the method summarized hereafter may be found in (Cucchiarelli et al. 1998) (Paliouras et al. 2000) . In ARIOSTO+, NE are detected and semantically tagged according to three main conceptual categories: locations (objects in OPAL), organizations and persons (actors in OPAL) . When contextual cues are sufficiently strong (e.g. "lake Tahoe is located.".), names of locations are further subcategorized (city, bank, hotel, geographic location, ..), therefore the Ontology Engineer is provided with semantic cues to correctly place the instance under the appropriate concept node of the Ontology. Named Entity recognition is based on a set of contextual rules (e.g. "a complex or simple proper name followed by the trigger word authority is a organization named entity").
Rules are manually entered or machine learned using decision lists. If a complex nominal does not match any contextual rule in the NE rule base, the decision is delayed until syntactic parsing. A classification based on syntactically augmented context similarity is later attempted. The NE tagger is also used to automatically enrich the Proper Names dictionary, thus leading to increasingly better coverage as long as new texts are analyzed. As reported in the referred papers, the Fmeasure (combined recall and precision with a weight factor w=0,5) of this method is consistently (i.e. with different experimental settings) around 89%, a performance that compares very well with other NE recognizers described in the literature 3 .
Detection of domain-specific words and complex nominals
NEs are word strings in part or totally capitalized, and they often appear in wellcharacterized contexts. Therefore, the task of NE recognition is relatively well assessed in literature. Other not-named terminological patterns (that we will refer hereafter again with the word "terminology" though in principle terminology includes also NEs) are rather more difficult to capture since the notion of term is mostly underspecified. In the literature (see Bourigault et al. (1998) for an overview of recent research) the following steps are in general adopted:
• Detecting terminological candidates from texts • Selecting the specific entries that can be members of a terminological glossary in the target domain of knowledge. Candidates terminological expressions are usually captured with more or less shallow techniques, ranging from stochastic methods (Church, 1988) to more sophisticated syntactic approaches (e.g. Jacquemin, 1997). Obviously, richer syntactic information positively influences the quality of the result to be input to the statistical filtering. In our research, we used the CHAOS parser to select candidate terminological patterns. Nominal expressions usually denoting terminological items are very similar to chunk instances. Specific chunk prototypes have been used to match terminological structures. A traditional problem of purely syntactic approaches to term extraction is overgeneration. The available candidates that satisfy grammatical constraints are far more than the true terminological entries. Extensive studies suggest that statistical filters be always faced with 50-80% of non-terminological candidates. Filtering of true terms can be done by estimating the strength of an association among words in a candidate terminological expression. Commonly used association measures are the Mutual Information (Fano, 1961) and the Dice factor (Smadja et al. 1996) . In both formulas, the denominator combines the marginal probability of each word appearing in the candidate term. If one of these words is particularly frequent, both measures tend to be low. This is indeed not desirable, because certain very prominent domain words appear in many terminological patterns. For example, in the Tourism domain, the term visa appears both in isolation and in many multiword patterns, e.g.: business visa, extended visa, multiple entry business visa, transit visa, student visa, etc.…Such patterns are usually not captured by standard association measures, because of the high marginal probability of visa.
Another widely used measure is the inverse document frequency, idf.
Where df i is the number of documents in a domain D i that include a term t, and N is the total number of documents in a collection of n domains (D 1 , …, D n ). The idea underlying this measure is to capture words that are frequent in a subset of documents representing a given domain, but are relatively rare in a collection of generic documents. This measure captures also words that appear just one time in a domain, which is in principle correct, but is also a major source of noise.
Other corpus-driven studies suggested that pure frequency as a ranking score (i.e. a measure of the plausibility of any candidate to be a term) is a good metrics (Daille 1994). However, frequency alone cannot be taken as a good indicator: several very frequent expressions (e.g. last week) are perfect candidates from a grammatical point of view but they are totally irrelevant as terminological expressions. It is worth noticing that this is true for two independent reasons. First, they are not related to specific knowledge, pertinent to the target domain, but are language specific: different languages express with different syntactic structures (adverbial vs. nominal phrases) similar temporal or spatial expressions. As a result such expressions have similar distributions in different domain corpora. True terminology is tightly related to specific concepts so that their use in the target corpus is highly different wrt other corpora. Second, common sense expressions are only occasionally used, their meaning depending on factual rather than on conceptual information. They occur often once in a document and tend not to repeat throughout the discourse. Their appearance is thus evenly spread throughout documents of any corpus. Conversely, true terms are central elements in discourses and they tend to recur in the documents where they appear. They are thus expected to show more skewed (i.e. low entropy) distributions. The above issues suggest the application of two different evaluation (utility) functions. Although both are related to the widely employed notion of term probability, they capture more specific aspects and provide a more effective ranking.
Modeling Relevance in domains
As observed above, high frequency in a corpus is a property observable for terminological as well as non-terminological expressions (e.g. "last week" or "real time"). (1)
where the conditional probabilities (P(t|D i )) are estimated as:
Modeling Consensus about a term
Terms are concepts whose meaning is agreed upon large user communities in a given domain. A more selective analysis should take into account not only the overall occurrence in the target corpus but also its appearance in single documents. Domain concepts (e.g. travel agent) are referred frequently throughout the documents of a domain, while there are certain specific terms with a high frequency within single documents but completely absent in others (e.g. petrol station, foreign income). Distributed usage expresses a form of consensus tied to the consolidated semantics of a term (within the target domain) as well as to its centrality in communicating domain knowledge. A second indicator to be assigned to candidate terms can thus be defined. 
DC(t, D i ) = H(P(t, dj)
Where:
E(P(t,dj)) = freq(t in dj) freq(t in dj) dj∈Di ∑ Pruning of not terminological (or not-domain) candidate terms is performed using a combination of the measures (1) and (2). We experimented several combinations of these two measures, with similar results. The results, discussed in the next Section, have been obtained applying a threshold α to the set of terms ranked according to (1) and then eliminating the candidates with a rank (2) lower than β.
Experiments
An obvious problem of any automatic method for concept extraction is to provide objective performance evaluation.
• Firstly, a "golden standard" tourism terminology would be necessary to formally measure the accuracy of the method. One such standard is not available, and determining this standard is one of the objectives of FETISH. Moreover, the notion of "term" is too vague to consider available terminological databases as "closed" sets, unless the domain is extremely specific.
• Secondly, no formal methods to evaluate a terminology are available in literature. The best way to evaluate a "basic" linguistic component (i.e. a module that performs some basic task, such as POS tagging, terminology extraction, etc.) within a larger NLP application (information extraction, document classification, etc.) is to compute the difference in performance with and without the basic component. In our case, since Ontology does not perform any measurable task, adopting a similar approach is not straightforward. As a matter of facts, an Ontology is a basic component itself, therefore it can be formally evaluated only in the context of some specific usage of the Ontology itself. Having in mind all these inherent difficulties, we performed two sets of experiments. In the first, we extracted the terminology from a collection of texts in the Tourism domain, and we manually evaluated the results, with the help of other participants in the FETISH project (see the FETISH web site). In the second, we attempted to assess the generality of our approach. We hence extracted the terminology from a financial corpus (the Wall Street journal) and then we both manually evaluated the result, and compared the extracted terminology with an available thesaurus in a (approximately) similar domain.
As a reference set of terms we used the Washington Post 5 (WP) dictionary of economic and financial terms. To compute the Domain Relevance, we first collected corpora in several domains: tourism announcements and hotel descriptions, economic prose (Wall Street Journal), medical news (Reuters), sport news (Reuters), a balanced corpus (Brown Corpus) and four novels by Wells. Overall, about 3,2 million words were collected. In the first experiment, we used the Tourism corpus as a "target" domain for term extraction. The Tourism corpus was manually built using the WWW and currently has only about 200,000 words, but it is rapidly growing. Table 1 is a summary of the experiment. It is seen that only 2% terms are extracted from the initial list of candidates. This extremely high filtering rate is due to the small corpus: many candidates are found just one time in the corpus. However, candidates are extracted with high precision (over 85%). Table 2 shows the 15 most highly rated multiword terms, ordered by Consensus (Relevance is 1 for all the terms in the list). Tables 4 and 5 compare our method with t with Mutual Information, Dice factor, and pure frequency. Clearly, these measures are applied on the same set of eligible candidates extracted by the CHAOS chunker. The results reported in each line are those obtained using the best threshold for each adopted measure 6 . For our method (DR+DC), the threshold is given by the values α and β. As remarked in the introduction, a comparison against a golden standard may be unfair, since, on one side, many terms may be present in the observed documents, and not present in the terminology. On the other side, low frequency terms in the reference terminology are difficult to capture using statistical filters. Due to these problems, the F-measure is in general quite low, though our method outperforms Mutual Information and Dice factor. As remarked by Daille (1994) , the frequency emerges as a reasonable indicator, especially as for the Recall value, which is a rather obvious result. However pure frequency implies the problems outlined in the previous section. Upon manual inspection, we found that, as obvious, undesired terms increase rapidly in the frequency ranked term list, as the frequency decreases. Manually inspecting the first 100 highly ranked terms produced a score of 87,5 precision for our method, and 77,5 for the frequency measure. For the subsequent 100 terms, the discrepancy gets much higher (18%). Note that the precision score is in line with that obtained for the Tourism corpus. Notice also that the values of α and β are the same in the two experiments. In practice, we found that the threshold α=0,35 for the Domain Relevance is a generally "good" value, while a little tuning may be necessary for the Domain Consensus. In the Tourism domain, where statistical evidence is lower, a lower value for β produces higher precision (+1, 2%). 
Method

Conclusion and Future Work
The text mining techniques proposed in this paper are meant to increase the productivity of an Ontology Engineer during the time consuming task of populating a Domain Ontology. The work presented in this paper is in part well assessed, in part still under development. We are designing new algorithms and techniques to widen the spectrum of information that can be extracted from texts and from other on-line resources, such as dictionaries and lexical taxonomies (like EuroWordnet, a multilingual version of Wordnet). An on-going extension of this research is to detect similarity relations among concepts on the basis of contextual similarity. Similarity is one of the fields (see Figure 1 ) in a concept definition form that are currently filled by humans. One admittedly weak part of the research presented in this paper is evaluation: we could produce a numerical evaluation of certain specific subtasks (extraction of Named Entities and extraction of thesauric information), but we did not evaluate the overall effect that our text mining tools produce on the Ontology. However, we are not aware of any assessed Ontology evaluation methodology in the literature, besides (Farquhar et al. 1996) where an analysis of Ontology Server user distribution and requests is presented. A better performance indicator would have been the number of users that access Ontology Server on a regular basis, but the authors mention that regular users are only a small percentage 7 . As remarked in Subsection 3.1.2, an objective evaluation of an Ontology as a stand-alone artifact is not feasible: the only possible success indicator is the (subjective) acceptance/rejection rate of the Ontology Engineer when inspecting the automatically extracted information. An Ontology can only be evaluated in a context in which many users of a community (e.g. Tourism operators in our application) access the Ontology on a regular basis and use this shared knowledge to increase their ability to communicate, access prominent information and documents, improve collaboration. Though a field evaluation of OntoTour is foreseen during the last months of the project, we believe that wide accessibility and a long-lasting monitoring of user behaviors would provide the basis for a sound evaluation of the OntoTour system.
